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Thinking & Problem Solving:

What? So what? Now what?
How families can support students to develop critical
thinking skills to support their intellectual growth as well as
their overall well‐being

Download handouts from link in chat
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Where to learn
more

See link in the chat
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 Understand how your teen’s
physical brain and psychological
development shapes how they
learn and how you can best help.

Goals tonight

 Tools to help Pause and Process—
work through all three steps of
critical thinking and problem
solving.
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Two things to know about teen brains
• Their perception of the world includes only a
small dot in the big picture.

• Brain development makes them self-centered
(ego centric) regardless of how decent, kind &
wonderful they are. It’s not them; it’s biology.
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Girl
Man
Woman lifting a Man playing
basket overhead guitar
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What?
What is the situation?

Framework for
critical thinking

Who was involved?

What do you know?

Where did it happen?

How did it happen?

When does it happen?

Describe it?

What do you know about why?

So what?
What can you conclude?
Compare?

Contrast?

Analyze?

What else do you need to know?

Now what?
What solutions present themselves?
Which might work?
When they don’t, repeat now what?
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We must slow them down
Without step two, they can’t apply what
they learn to new situations
Teens skip step two.
Solution won’t work and can’t be applied to new situations.
Learn to use step two & return to it again & again until successful.
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Same technique

Notice
Name
Navigate
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Many
approaches to
same strategy
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Four‐year
progression of
skills at Newport
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Brain will NOT develop skill
when you do the work.

Avoid
solving
problems!

Brain amazing at saving energy
for challenges.
Brain won’t create pathways if
solution came easily.
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Consider a recent challenge
What method could you have used?
What Specifically might you have
asked?
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 Understand how your teen’s

Thumbs up or
down. Did you
learn these two
things?

physical brain and psychological
development shapes how they
learn and how you can best help.

 Tools to help them stop bypassing
an important step in problem
solving.
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Q&A
Submitted in
advance
or
Enter in chat
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